
Ganger:  

Out in the Unciv, beyond the reach of the Judiciary, 
the only law is that which you make yourselves. 
Whether roaming the landscape in junk built cars to 
hunt down the spoils of others’ hard work, or laying 
ambushes on well-trodden roads, the gangers’ 
strength is in their numbers, and their willingness to 
sacrifice everything for the good of the pack. 

A Ganger’s 8 Career skills are Athletics, Brawl, Cool, 
Melee, Driving, Ranged (Light), Resilience, and 
Vigilance. They automatically gains one rank in four of 
these skills (of their choosing) without spending 
experience, and he receives a discount when he 
spends experience to purchase ranks in any of these 
skills. 

 

Ganger Specialisations  

Gunny  

With a modicum more of a sense of self-preservation 
than some their brethren, Gunnies specialise in the 
fine art of firing big guns. Their love for projectile 
weaponry and guns that would make a gunship proud 
make them very useful members of any self-
respecting gang of Uncivs.  

A Gunny adds the skills Gunnery, Perception, Ranged 
(Heavy), Resilience to their career skills, and they may 
choose two of these skills and gain one free rank in 
each, without spending starting experience. 

Harbinger  

All gangs have someone at their centre, the person 
that holds everything together. Through strength of 
will, an iron boot, or in rarer cases actual leadership, a 
Harbinger is the demagogue that holds the gang 
together. They lay down the laws of the gang, and 
guide their fanatical followers to acts of greatness. 

A Harbinger adds the skills Coercion, Deception, 
Knowledge (Unciv), Leadership to their career skills, 
and they may choose two of these skills and gain one 
free rank in each, without spending starting 
experience. 

Maniac  

Every Harbinger needs their fanatical followers, those 
with the blind devotion to leap from one speeding 
vehicle to another while screaming a war cry, or 
charge headlong into the guns of the judiciary, 

convinced their glorious demise will be remembered 
in legend. The Maniacs of a gang are the deluded 
souls who will do anything to earn their leader’s 
approval. 

A Manic adds the skills Coordination, Melee, 
Resilience, Survival to their career skills, and they may 
choose two of these skills and gain one free rank in 
each, without spending starting experience. 

Wheeler  

The vast majority of gangs roam the wilds in 
ramshackle vehicles built from the wreckage of cars, 
trucks, and tanks from The World before. Wheelers 
have the honour of building, driving, and maintaining 
these death traps for glory of their Harbinger. They 
specialise in the art of vehicular mayhem, and are 
revered and envied by their Ganger brethren. 

A Wheeler adds the skills Discipline, Mechanics, 
Driving, Streetwise to their career skills, and they may 
choose two of these skills and gain one free rank in 
each, without spending starting experience. 

 

  



 

 

Once per round, may perform Side Step 
maneuver and suffer a number of 
strain to upgrade difficulty of al l  
incoming ranged attacks by an equal  
number for the next round. Strain 
suffered this way cannot exceed ranks 
in Side Step.

Reduce any wielded weapon’s 
Cumbersome quality and 
Encumbrance rating by a 
number equal to ranks in 
Burly to a minimum of 1.

May spend 1 Destiny Point to 
ignore effects of Critical 
Injuries on Brawn or Agility 
checks until the end of the 
encounter

Perform a Brace maneuver to 
remove j per rank of Brace 
from next Action. This may 
only remove j added by 
environmental circumstances.

Active

Side Step 15 XP Burly 15 XP Heroic Fortitude

Gunny
Career Skills Gunnery, Perception, Ranged (Heavy), Resilience

Ganger

When wearing armor, increase 
total soak value by 1.

Gain +1 to a single 
characteristic. This cannot 
bring a characteristic above 5.

Once per round, may perform 
a True Aim maneuver to gain 
benefits of aiming and 
upgrade combat check once 
per rank of True Aim

Once per session, spend t on 
a successful Ranged (Heavy) or 
Gunnery check to add the 
Breach 1 quality to the attack, 
or increase an existing Breach 
rating by 1.

Active / 
Passive

Armour Master 25 Xp Dedication 25 Xp True Aim 25 XP Heavy Hitter 25 Xp

Gain +2 wound threshold. Add 1 damage per rank of 
Barrage to 1 hit of successful 
attack while using Ranged 
(Heavy) or Gunnery skills at 
long or extreme range.

Perform the Rain of Death 
maneuver to ignore the 
increased difficulty due to the 
Auto-fire quality of attacks 
made this turn.

Immediately after being hit by 
an attack but before suffering 
damage, spend 1 Destiny 
Point to increase soak by 
ranks in Resilience.

Passive Passive Active

Active

Toughend 20 Xp Barage 20 Xp Rain of Death 20 Xp Heroic Resilience 20 Xp

Passive Active Active

15 XP Brace 15 XP

Active Passive Active

Add 1 damage per rank of 
Barrage to 1 hit of successful 
attack while using Ranged 
(Heavy) or Gunnery skills at 
long or extreme range.

Perform a Brace maneuver to 
remove j per rank of Brace 
from next Action. This may 
only remove j added by 
environmental circumstances.

Cannot run out of ammo due 
to d result. Items with 
limited ammo quality run out 
of ammo as normal.

Once per round, may perform 
a True Aim maneuver to gain 
benefits of aiming and 
upgrade combat check once 
per rank of True Aim

Active

Barage 10 Xp Brace 10 Xp Spare Clip 10 XP True Aim 10 Xp

PassiveActive Active

Passive

Toughend 5 XP

Gain +2 wound threshold.

Passive

5 XPBurly

Reduce any wielded weapon’s 
Cumbersome quality and 
Encumbrance rating by a 
number equal to ranks in 
Burly to a minimum of 1.

Passive

5 XP

Gain +1 strain threshold.

Active

5 XP

Upon Successful attack with a 
vehicle weapon, may spend 
aa to reduce the maximum 
speed of the target by 1 until 
the end of the next round.

GritDebilitating Shot



 

 

 

When an adversary becomes 
engaged with the character, the 
character may force the adversary 
to make a fear check, with the 
difficulty equal to the character’s 
ranks in Fearsome.

The character may spend 1 Destiny 
Point to take the Inspiring Kill 
maneuver after incapacitating or 
inflicting a Critical Injury. Heal 2 
strain from each ally within 
medium range.

Once per session, may re-roll 
any 1 Leadership or Coercion 
check.

Gain +1 to a single 
characteristic. This cannot 
bring a characteristic above 5.

Fearsome 25 XP Inspiring Kill 25 XP Natural Leader 25 XP

Passive

Dedication 25 Xp

Active Active Active

Steely Nerves 20 XP

Add a automatic to the 
results of Coercion checks 
equal to ranks in Fearsome 
Rep.

Spend 1 Destiny Point to 
recover strain equal to 
Presence rating.

Remove j per rank of 
Commanding Presence from 
Leadership and Cool checks.

Spend 1 Destiny Point to 
ignore effects of Critical 
Injuries on Willpower or 
Presence checks until the end 
of the encounter.

Fearsome Rep 20 XP Intense Presence 20 XP
Commanding 

Presence
20 XP

Fearsome 15 XP

Passive Active

Passive

Passive Active

Grit 15 XP

Take the Field Commander 
action; make an Average (kk) 
Leadership check. A number of 
allies equal to Presence may 
immediately suffer 1 stain to 
perform 1 free maneuver.

The character may spend aa or 
t from a successful Charm or 
Deception check to disorient a 
number of opponents within short 
range equal to his Presence for 
remainder of round and next two 
rounds.

When an adversary becomes 
engaged with the character, the 
character may force the adversary 
to make a fear check, with the 
difficulty equal to the character’s 
ranks in Fearsome.

Gain +1 strain threshold.

Field Commander 15 XP Double Talk 15 XP

10 XP

When an adversary becomes 
engaged with the character, the 
character may force the adversary 
to make a fear check, with the 
difficulty equal to the character’s 
ranks in Fearsome.

Gain +2 wound threshold. Add a automatic to the 
results of Coercion checks 
equal to ranks in Fearsome 
Rep.

May suffer a number of strain to 
downgrade difficulty of Coercion 
checks, or upgrade difficulty when 
targeted by Coercion checks, by an 
equal number. Strain suffered this 
way cannot exceed ranks in 
Intimidating.

Fearsome 10 XP Toughened 10 XP Fearsome Rep 10 XP

Passive Active

Intimidating

Active

Active Passive

Gain +1 strain threshold. Upgrade difficulty of incoming 
Charm, Coercion, or Deception 
checks once per rank of 
Nobody’s Fool.

Once per round, draw or 
holster a weapon or accessible 
item as an incidental.

Remove j per rank of 
Commanding Presence from 
Leadership and Cool checks.

Grit 5 XP Nobody's Fool 5 XP Quick Draw 5 XP

Passive Active

Active Passive

Commanding 
Presence

5 XP

Ganger
Harbinger

Career Skills Coercion, Deception, Knowledge (Unciv), Leadership 

Passive Passive



 

 

When making a Melee or 
Brawl check, suffer a number 
of strain to upgrade the attack 
an equal number of times. The 
strain suffered may not 
exceed ranks in Frenzied 

Gain +1 soak value. Once per round, may perform 
Defensive Stance maneuver and 
suffer a number of strain to 
upgrade difficulty of all incoming 
melee attacks by an equal 
number. Strain suffered this way 
cannot exceed ranks in Defensive 

Gain +1 to a single 
characteristic. This cannot 
bring a characteristic above 5.

Frenzied Attack 25 XP Enduring 25 XP Defensive Stance 25 XP

Passive

Dedication 25 Xp

Active Passive

Stalker 20 XP

Gain +2 wound threshold. Add 1 damage per rank of 
Feral Strength to one hit of 
successful attacks made using 
Brawl or Melee skills.

Once per session, may re-roll 
any 1 Brawl or Melee check.

Add per rank of Stalker to all 
Stealth and Coordination 
checks.

Toughend 20 XP Feral Strength 20 XP Natural Brawler 20 XP

Active

Toughend 15 XP

Active Passive

Active

Passive Active

Frenzied Attack 15 XP

Gain +1 soak value. Add +10 per rank of Lethal 
Blows to any Critical Injury 
result inflicted on opponents.

Gain +2 wound threshold. When making a Melee or 
Brawl check, suffer a number 
of strain to upgrade the attack 
an equal number of times. The 
strain suffered may not 
exceed ranks in Frenzied 

Enduring 15 XP Lethal Blows 15 XP

10 XP

Add per rank of Stalker to all 
Stealth and Coordination 
checks.

Gain +2 wound threshold. May spend 1 Destiny Point to 
ignore effects of Critical 
Injuries on Brawn or Agility 
checks until the end of the 
encounter

After hitting with a melee 
attack, may spend t to knock 
the target prone.

Stalker 10 XP Toughend 10 XP Heroic Fortitude 10 XP

Passive Passive

Knockdown

Passive

Active Passive

Passive

Lethal Blows 5 XP

Gain +2 wound threshold. When making a Melee or 
Brawl check, suffer a number 
of strain to upgrade the attack 
an equal number of times. The 
strain suffered may not 
exceed ranks in Frenzied 

Add 1 damage per rank of 
Feral Strength to one hit of 
successful attacks made using 
Brawl or Melee skills.

Add +10 per rank of Lethal 
Blows to any Critical Injury 
result inflicted on opponents.

Toughend 5 XP Frenzied Attack 5 XP Feral Strength 5 XP

Ganger
Maniac

Career Skills Coordination, Melee, Resilience, Survival

Passive Active

Active Active

Active



  

When performing Full 
Throttle, top speed increases 
by 2 instead of 1.

Spend 1 Destiny Point to 
perform a Hold Together 
incidental immediately after
vehicle takes damage to turn 
it into system strain.

Once per round when driving 
a vehicle, may suffer 2 strain 
to perform any action as a 
maneuver.

Gain +1 to a single 
characteristic. This cannot 
bring a characteristic above 5.

Supreme Full 
Throttle

25 XP Hold Together 25 XP Master Driver 25 XP

Passive

Dedication 25 Xp

Passive Active

Gear Head 20 XP

Increase defense of vehicle 
being driven by 1 per rank of 
Defensive Driving.

Remove j per rank of Skilled 
Jockey from all Driving checks 
the character attempts.

Once per session, may re-roll 
any 1 Driving or Mechanics 
check.

Remove j per rank of 
Gearhead from Mechanics 
checks. Halve the credit cost 
to add mods to attachments.

Defensive Driving 20 XP Skilled Jockey 20 XP Natural Driver 20 XP

Active

Fine Tuning 15 XP

Active Passive

Passive

Passive Passive

Toughened 15 XP

Suffer 1 strain to attempt Full 
throttle as a maneuver and 
decrease its difficulty to 
Average (kk).

The character repairs +1 hull
trauma per rank of Solid
Repairs whenever he repairs
a vehicle.

When reducing the amount of 
system strain a vehicle suffers, 
reduce 1 additional strain per 
rank of Fine Tuning.

Gain +2 wound threshold.

Improved Full 
Throttle

15 XP Solid Repairs 15 XP

10 XP

Remove j per rank of 
Gearhead from Mechanics 
checks. Halve the credit cost 
to add mods to attachments.

Remove j per rank of Skilled 
Jockey from all Driving checks 
the character attempts.

Remove j per rank of
Junker From checks to find
or scavenge items or gear.
Such checks take half the
time.

Gain +1 strain threshold.

Gear Head 10 XP Skilled Jockey 10 Xp Junker 10 XP

Active Passive

Grit

Passive

Passive Passive

Take a Full Throttle action; 
make a Hard (kkk) Driving 
check to increase a vehicle’s 
top speed by 1 for a number 
of rounds equal to Cunning.

Do not suffer usual penalties 
for driving through difficult 
terrain when using

When reducing the amount of 
system strain a vehicle suffers, 
reduce 1 additional strain per 
rank of Fine Tuning.

Choose one vehicle as 
Signature Vehicle. Upgrade all 
Mechanics checks made on 
that vehicle once.

Full Throttle 5 XP All Terrain Driver 5 XP Fine Tuning 5 XP

Passive Passive

Passive Passive

Signature Vehicle 5 XP

Ganger
Wheeler

Career Skills Discipline, Mechanics, Driving, Streetwise

Passive Active


